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Abstract. We develop a direct (noiiiterative) algorithm to address the inverse problem of
identifying a collection of disjoint internal corrosive parts of small Hausdorff measures in pipelines
from exterior iiltrasonnd boundary measurements. The method is based on an asymptotic expansion
of the effect of the corrosion in terms of the size of the corrosive parts. We numerically test the
validity of the asymptotic formula at high frecjuencies. We also propose a simple procedme to
remove high-frequency instabilities in our inversion procedure. We illustrate our main findings with
a variety of computational examples.
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1. Introduction. Corrosion detection remains a topic of considerable activity in
the inverse problems community. Of special interest are algorithms that make use of a
priori information or assumptions concerning the nature of target's internal structure.
Such assumptions can usually be exploited to obtain much faster, simpler, and more
stable algorithms than would otherwise be possible.
In this paper we consider the problem of determining the corrosion damage of an
inaccessible part of the surface of a specimen from ultrasound measurements.
The impedance imaging problem for detecting internal corrosion was considered
in [6]. In that paper the authors proposed an algorithm of MUSIG (multiple signal
classification) type [2, 10, 12, 13] for detecting corrosive parts in pipelines from input
fiuxes. This algorithm is based on an accurate asymptotic representation formula for
the steady state voltage perturbations.
In this paper, we adapt the MUSIC-type algorithm of [6] to the setting in which
multiple ultrasound bonndary measurements are available and also show how one may
quantitatively deduce the number of corrosive parts present. Our approach relies on
an asymptotic expansion of the ultrasound refiected wave with resjject to the length
of the corrosive parts. Yet another method for corrosion detection, the vibration
testing, has been considered in a recent paper [4]. Preliminary versions of this paper's
results have been compared with results by electrostatic and vibration testings [3].
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FiG. 1. The geometry of the problem with m = 2.

The method of this paper (ultrasound measurements) seems to perform as well as
that of electrostatic imaging, while the result by vibration testing seems to be the
worst, which is natural because the modal measurements are limited.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we state the forward and
corres])onding inverse i)roblem of interest, then review .some basic facts on Green's
functions. In section 3 we state our main theorem that allows us in section 4 to develop our MUSIC-type algorithm for recovering a collection of corrosive parts. High
oscillations in the measurements data cause a challenging difficulty in inverse scattering problems [14, 15]. In section 5 we briefiy discuss how to resolve this difficulty
in our case. In section 6 we provide several computational examples, as well as concluding remarks. We consider only the two-dimensional case, the extension to thret?
dimensions being obvious.
2. Preliminaries and formulation of the inverse problem. Let us first fix
notation for this work. Let the annulus Í2 = {.T : 7- < |.Í;| < R} represent the specimen
to be inspected. Let Fg and F, denote the circles of radius R and r centered at the
origin, respectively. Suppose that the inaccessible surfac:e F/ contains some corrosive
parts Is, s = 1,..., rn. See Figure 1. The parts /« are well separated and the reciprocal
of the surface impedance (the corrosion coefficient) of each /,,, .s = 1,..., m, is 7« > 0,
not identically zero. We assume that each 7^ e C'(/s). Let
(2.1)
s=l

where Xs denotes the characteristic function of /,,. The annulus il in two dimensions
may be considered as a cross section of a pipe inside which there are corrosive parts.
We assume that the Hausdorff measures (length) of /., are small:
(2.2)

\Is\ = O{e),

s =

l,...,rn.

where e is a small parameter representing the common order of magnitude of Ig. Here
and throughout this paper, |. | denotes the one-dimensional Hausdorff measure. Then
for each p > 1, we have
(2.3)
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For w > O, a fundamental solution ^uj{x) to the Hehnholtz operator A -I-u;^ in
R'^ is given by

for X T^ 0, where HQ is the Hankel function of the first kind of order 0. The ultrasound
wave tt-y generated by a source at y G Fe satisfies
(A + u^)u.y = 0
(2.5)

in fi,

-- 0
«7

on F¿,

=

where u is the outward unit normal to il.
Let «0 denote the solution in absence of the corrosion, i.e., the solution to the
problem
in
(2.Ö)

dv

= 0

on
- y)

on

Throughout this paper, we suppose that uj is not an eigenvalue of - A in fi with
the Dirichlet boundary condition on Ff and the Neumann boundary condition on F,.
Using the theory of collectively compact operators [9], we can easily prove that (2.5)
is uniquely solvable for |[7|]LC small enough.
Define the Dirichlet function G^j by
f (A, + uj'')G^{x, y) = -Sy{x)
(2.7)

^{x,y)

= O,

in fi ((/ G fi),

xeT,,

Then, we have
(2.8)

G^(x,2/) = G^(i/,2:)

for :r 7^ y G fi,

and the solution ao to (2.6) is given by
(2.9)

uo{

7p

ay-

{z - y) da{z),

x G fi,y G Fe,

which can be proved using Green's theorem.
Throughout this paper, we will denote by 5^ the single layer potential on
associated with G^, that is.
(2.10)
for ^ G

y),

X G R^
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3. Asymptotic formula. We derive in this section an asymptotic expansion of
the ultrasound boundary perturbations due to the presence of the corrosive parts.
Let u-y and «o be the solutions to (2.5) and (2.6), respectively. Let v := Uy - uoThen v satisfies
Ai; -\- J'v = 0
(3.1)

in Çl,

——h 7f = —7U0

on 1,:,

f =0

on F . .

By integrating the first equation in (3.1) against Cuix,y) and using the divergence
theorem, we get
(3.2)

\

^

and hence
(3.3)

fv + fSt^\yv\ = -fS^\yao\

in

The following lemma is of use to us.
LEMMA 3.1. Iff is sufficiently small, then the operator I -\- fS^

is invertible on

Proof Since 75;^' is a compact operator on ¿^(F,), it suffices to show the injectivity of/-|-75p by the Fredhohn alternative. Suppose that il + fS^^v = 0 for some
V € L'^iTi)- Then, it follows from (2.3) that

and hence t; = 0 if e is sufficiently small. This completes the j^roof.
D
We now derive an asymptotic formula for 'g~"' as e —>• 0, which will be an
essential ingredient for designing the reconstruction scheme.
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that each curve Is is centered around a fixed point Zg.
Then the following asymptotic foiinala holds uniformly 071 Fg as e —^ 0:
(3.4)

ix) = — y^{'y)sUoizs)——ix,

Zg)-\-Oie

T'), a; € Fe,

s=l

for all p > 1, where
(7). :=_^

lix)daix).

Proof Since there exists a positive constant C depending only on p, w, and 7- such
that for /; > 1

and
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it follows from (3.2) that
(3.5)

Ce'>

for some constant C = C{p,uJ.r, R). Since the distance between F^ and F, is R — r,
we get from (3.2) that
(3.6)
where C depends on p,Lj,r, and R. We now obtain from (3.2) and (3.6) that
(3.7)

^{x)

= -

Since
O{\y - zg\),

yG

and
da =
we obtain the desired result (3.4).
D
We shall make two remarks on the asymptotic fornmla (3.4). Theorem 3.2 justifies
a Boru approach to the problem. Ignoring the term fv in (3.1), we have
m

V{x) « -E('>')«"o('2s)Gw(.T,-s)
for .Í: away from F,, which yields (3.4).
On the other hand, fornmla (3.4) is valid when uj is fixed and e goes to zero.
But its frequency dependency is not clear in its present form. Finding precisely this
frequency dependency is a very challenging problem because of the multii)le scattering
configuration. In this direction we perform some nuuierical experiments in the next
section.

4. High-frequency cisymptotic formula-numerical experiment. In order
to investigate the frequency dependency of (3.4), we compute numerically
(4.1)

- no)

+ s=l

for various f and u).
For conii)utatioiis we take the domain ii C R^ to be the annulus centered at
(0,0) with radii 0.5 and 0.4. The corrosive part / consists of a single arc with the
corrosion coefficient 7 = 2. We choose the mesh points N = 960 on each of Fe
and F,. Tli<^ number A'^ is enough to resolve the highest frequency {w = 15). We
then compute the values of F{e, w) for various e and w; w = 0.01,0.1,1,3,..., 15 and
0.0079 < £ < 0.2644. Figure 2 shows the results. The top figure clearly shows that
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FIG. 2. All the graphs are in log-log scale. The top flgure is the graph of F(t,uj). The flgure on
the bottom left is the graph of F(t,w) for various e, but fixed u). They are straight lines of slope 2.
The figure on the bottom right is F{e,Lü) for various u>, but ßxed e.

the dependency on e is e^. The bottom right figure tells us that the dependency on
u) is much more subtle because of the multiple scattering configuration: something of
the form e*^^*"^ for some function '4){u]), which is almost constant for low values of w
(low frequencies) and rapidly increasing for high values of w. The threshold is about
7. The wavelength 27r/w is about 10 times the distance between F, and F^,. The
exponential behavior seems to be the result of a Neumann series in u^oi the wave
generated by the corrosive part.
These computations suggest that the following formula holds:
(4.2)

X G Fe
s=l

5. Reconstruction methods. In this section, we adapt the MUSIC-type algorithm of [G] to the setting in which multiple ultrasound boundary measurements
are available and also show how one may quantitatively deduce the number of corrosive parts present. Our approach relies on the asymptotic expansion (3.4) of the
ultrasound reflected wave with respect to the length of the corrosive parts.
5.1. A MUSIC-type algorithm. We first introduce the notion of the Dirichletto-Neumann (DtN) map. Let ÍÍ..^ be the solution to the problem (2.5) and define the
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DtN map Ai;' by

'

oí/ r,

Let AQ be the DtN map when there is no corrosion. We also define T'^ by
ñC

(5.2)

T'^[y]{x) = -Y^{^),ao{zs)^{x,Zs),

x e T^.

8=1

Observe that the dependency of T"[j/] on y is hidden in the term uo{zs), where «o is

the solution to (2.6). Then the formula (3.4) now reads
(5.3)

{A^-A^)[y]^T-[y].

The MUSIC algorithm of this paper i.s based on the following simple observation.
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that u is not a Dirichlet eigenvalue of —A in the disk of
radius R. Let $¡^ andG^ be the functions defined by (2.4) and (2.7), respectively. For
2 € F, and x € Fg, let the indicator function
(5.4)

h,{x) := J

^{y,z)<è^{y-x)

d<7{y).

If there are complex numbers a^,... ,am such that
(5.5)

hz{x)
s=l

then z e

{zi,...,Zm}-

Proof. We first observe that if w is not a Dirichlet eigenvalue of —A in th(> disk
of radius R and ¡^, f{y)^uj{y — x) da{y) = 0 for all x e T^, then / = 0. a proof of
which can be found in [11]. The relation (5.5) implies that
>^{y - x) da{y) = 0 for all x e Fe,
from which it follows that
(5.6)

^ " {y, z) — y ^ us ^'^ {y, Zs) = 0

for all y € Fe.

s=l

Since G¡^{y,z) = Yl"LiagG¡^{y,Zg) = O for all y e Fe, we have from (5.6) and the
unique continuation that G,^{y,z) = ^^-iO,gGij{y,Zg) for all y e il. Since Gu{y,z)
has singularity at y = z while YlT=i ^sGu{y,Zg) has at y = Zg for those .s such that
Os 7^ 0, we conclude that z = Zg for some s. This completes the proof.
D
We now discretize the relation (5.5) using uniformly spaced set {y\,... ,yN} on
Fj, for a sufficiently large N to conclude that if there are complex numbers a\,... ,am
such that
(5.7)

h,{yt) =
s=l
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then z approximately equals Zs for some s = 1 , . . . , m. This is the MUSIC characterization of the location of corrosive parts Zg. Let us put, for .J G F¿,
hz

•-=

{hz{y\),...,hz{yN))^-

Then the condition (5.7) is equivalent to
(5.8)

hz is a linear combination of {/i^j,..., hz,,, }•

Thus the main task in determining the location of corrosive parts is to determine
those z which satisfy the condition (5.8).
It should be emphasized that we do not have those vectors /i,, in our hand since
we do not know the location Zg of the corrosive parts. The key fact in designing the
algorithm is that even if we do not know the individual /i,,, the space spanned by
/ij,, s = l , . . . , m , can be characterized by the boundary measurements, and hence
the condition (5.8) can be checked. Let uf, be the solutions to (2.6) with y = ye for
(!=l,...,N.
Since
ui{zs) = -

-^{y,z,)^^{y-ye)

da{y) =

-hz,{ye),

we have

s=l

In the .spirit of the reciprocity gap approach [8, 7], multiplying by ^^{y - ye) and

integrating over Fe, we obtain

f
Define rw = (i«')5'=i by
/
IT.

Then (5.10) shows that the condition (5.8) is equivalent to
(5.11)

/i, G Range(TN).

Define the N x N matrix AN by

A^ - K)[y(]{y)'^Uy - yt) da{y)]
According to (5.3), we have

W

and hence in view of (5.11) the algorithm is to determine those z G F¿ satisfying
(5.14)

/i, G Range(Aw).
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The function z ¡-^ h^ is an indicator function. We interpret the jjoints z where the
vectors hz are in the range of the matrix A^v as good candidates for the Zg. Note
that AN is computed using the boundary measurements (Ai^ — Ag )[i/i]. Note also that
since Ai:^ - AQ is self-adjoint in the sen.se that

r.:

A'f - AQ)[x]iy)^uiy - z) daiy) = / iA'f - AQ)[z]iy)^uiy - x) daiy)
Jr.:

for all x,z € Fe, which can be proved easily. AN is symmetric and hence admits a
(orthogonal) singular value decomposition (SVD). Using eigenvectors of AN we can
characterize those z satisfying (5.14).
Let us summarize the algorithm which generalizes the one in [6].
ALGORITHM MUSIC-type.
Step 1. Obtain the Neumann data (A" - AQ )(i/¿) on Fe for y^ G Fg, £ == 1,..., A'^.
Step 2. Compute the matrix Ayy.
Step 3. Compute the SVD of AN- Let Ai > A2 > • • • be the eigenvalues of AN, and
let {vp,p = 1,2,...} be an orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions.
Step 4. For A: = 1,2,..., let Pfc be the orthogonal projector onto the space spanned
by {vi,..., Vk} and define 9kiz) by
(5.15)
We then compute the minimal values of 9kiz) using A- eigenvectors. We start
this process with just one singular vector (A; = 1) and continue with increasing
k until the plot of Okiz) stabilizes. Values near zero correspond to locations
that are likely to be close to the corrosive parts Ig (or Zg).
Step 5. We then determine approximately the corrosion coefficients (7)5 by solving
the linear system (5.13).
It is worth emphasizing that in (5.12), / and /' may vary, respectively, from 1 to
A^' and 1 to A'^', with N ^ N'. In that case the response matrix Ajv is not a square
matrix but still admits an SVD. As shown in the numerical examples, A^' may be much
smaller than A'^'.
6. High-frequency instabilities. In many practical situations, R — r is of order
r and much larger than the wavelength A = 27r/u; while f is much smaller than A. In
this case, formula (4.2) remains valid but does not yield a stable detection procedure
because of high oscillations in the computations of ^^f and h^ defined by (5.4). In
fact. Figure 3 shows the oscillations of ^i-,z)
on Fe for w = 10,18,20,30,40,50,
and Figure 4 shows those of h- for w = l', 10,15,18,20.
To resolve this difficulty, we first introduce the truncation operator Vn defined by
(G.I)

Vnif) ••= y . fee'^'

for n = 1,2,..., when / is given in its Fourier series by / = X^^'ez/''^'"operator Vn is a low pass filter operator. We choose 72 = u;(i? — r) as the threshold of
the truncation.
To justify the validity of this filtering, consider the Helmholtz equation (A +
Lu^)w = 0 in |x| > r with the boundary condition w = f on \x\ = /•. Then we have
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By making use of Debey's eisymptotic expansion [1, p. 366] (see also [16]),

(6.2)

for / >
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where uB = I secliQ and ur = I secha'. Note that a' > a. Moreover, from the
asymptotic behavior of Hankel functions [1, sect. 9.3.3], i.e..

\

)

v/(tan,d){e'(''^"'^-'^-î"'+O(/-')}, O

we have
(O.,))

——T

~

./

—e

ior í <

üjr.

where uE — Isecß and tjr — I sec ß'.
From (6.2) we see that the Helmholtz operator acts as a low pass filter. It filters
all the /; for / larger than tjr. Moreover, in the case where i? — 7' is of order 7'
and 7- » A := 2TT/OJ, (6.3) would suggest that the angular resolution is of order
n/ojr = X/{2r). This means that if the distance between two corrosive parts is less
than A/2, then they cannot be detected separately.
Now it follows from (4.2) that

^iM.)mn

[ ^ 1 (,.) on

since Vn is linear. The necessary modifications of our MUSIG procedure are obvious.
They simply consist of filtering high-frequency oscillations in the function h, defined
by (5.4). We should replace hz by
(6.4)

hz{x)'.= Vn

''^' {y, z)^^{y - x) da{y)

Figure 5 shows the projected measurements Vn [ "g,/"' J ^°' various n at w = 20.
The measurement
Q~"' does not seem to yield any useful information on the
location of the corrosive part. But the filtering, especially for n = 2,3,4, clearly
exhibits the location z.
7. Numerical results. This section presents numerical results of finding the
internal corrosive parts, using the MUSIG-type algorithm. In the following, Í2 C R'^
is assumed to be the annulus centered at (0,0) with radii, R and r. Fe and Fj are the
outer and inner boundaries of Q, respectively. Let Is,s = 1,... ,m, be the corrosive
parts with the corrosion coefficient 7s.
For the computations, we discretize Fe by {y\,...,yAf}.
where
y„ := re (cos(ö„ -I- TT/N), sin(ö„ + n/N))

and .r„ := r¿(cos6ln, sinö„)

with on = 2n{n - 1)/N for n=l,...,N.
Here we take TV = 256.
In order to obtain the meeisurements (Ai^ — AQ)[i/„] on Fe for ?i = 1 , . . . , N, we
solve the direct problems (2.5) and (2.6) using the boundary integral method based on
the layer potentials for the Helmholtz equation. For doing this, there is one technical
difficulty. If we use the same discrete points {y«} to evaluate (Ai^ - Ao)[yn](2/Tn)
numerically, then (Ai^ — AQ')[y„](ym) blows np if n = rn. To avoid this technical
difficulty, we evaluate (A^-Ao)[i/n] at points y^ = Te (cos on, sin ö„) for m = 1 , . . . , A'^.
In other words the response matrix ((Ai^ — Ao)[yn\{ym))n m=i '*' o"^'" measurements.
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-0.05

FiG. 5. The top left is the actual configumtion of the corrosive pipe. The opemting frequency
u! = 20. The top right are the real and imaginary parts of the measurements without using filtering.
The two bottom rows are filtered measurements T'nlA^ — AQ) for various n. The data without
filtering does not yield much information on the location of the corrosive part. But the filtered data
with a = 2,3,4 yield enough infoiination to determine the location. Here the threshold ¡jj(R-r) = 2.

(7).
2
0.05
0.1
1

( 7.8414e-2, 7.96I5e-l)
(-7.2319e-l, 3.4204e-l)
(-7.59ö2e-l, 2.5095e-l)
( 1.7528e-l,-7.8056e-l)

2.9452e-3
5.8905e-3
9.8175e-2

5.8905e-2
5.8905e-2
5.8905e-2
9.8175e-2

FIG. 6. The actual pipe with four coiTosive parts.

In the following examples, the outer radius R - 1 and the inner one /• — 0.8 and
there are four corrosive parts. Figure 6 shows the actual domain with corrosive parts.
Using the response matrix ((Ai^ - AiJ')[?/„](y„,))^,„^i, we compute the matrix A^
defined by (5.12). In doing this we add p% random noise to the measurements for
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0.01
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noise= 10%

•:

0.005
0
' «

I «

noise=0%

noise=l%

noise=5%

FIG. 7. A^f under various noise level. The bottom figures are projections.

p = 0,1,5,10. Adding p% noise means that our measurement becomes
—rand(l)inax{|u;|}.
where w is the actual measurement (the computed response matrix) on Fe. Here
rand(l) is a random number generator in ( — 1,1).
Figure 7 shows the computed AN under various noise levels. It should be noted
that we set the frequency a; = 5.
Figure 8 shows the computational results of the MUSIC-type algorithm. Tiie
top figures are SVDs of AN and TN- The SVD of TN exhibits a clear drop of the
eigenvalues after four significant eigenvalues, which is the number of the corrosive
parts. On the other hand, the SVD of AN shows a larger number of significant
eigenvalues, which corresponds to the number of nodal points of F¿ inside the corrosive
parts. The figures in the middle are the graphs of dk defined by (5.15) for A; = 1,2,...,
where k denotes the number of eigenvectors of A;v used. We can see that the second
and third corrosive parts are detected when there is no noise (see (c) of Figure 8).
When there is noise, it is interesting to note that since the second and third corrosive
parts are close to each other and have relatively low coefficients, they are detected as
a single one. Table 1 shows the numerical values of detected quantities. The corrosion
coefficients are computed by solving the linear system (5.13).
Since the number of significant eigenvalues of the response matrix AN contains
information not only on the number of corrosive parts but also on the number of
nodal points, as was already observed in [6, 5], we are able to identify the length
of the corrosive part. Figure 9 is for the detection of a corrosive part of length of
order of the wavelength 2'IT/LÜ. The used frequency is w = 5 and the number of
used eigenvectors is A; = 20. Values of 6k near zero correspond to the location of the
corrosive part. Figure 9 shows that the algorithm of this paper works well for detecting
corrosion of size comparable to the wavelength and the length of the corrosive parts
can be accurately reconstructed.
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(a) The comparison of SVD: TN has four significant eigenvalues which correspond to
the number of corrosive parts. AN exhibits more than four significant (Mgenvalues
which correspond to the number of nodal points inside the corrosive parts.

Í

I . IHli»'

If/,

I.IUJIM-

1.5
1
\
Ob

V

(b) The values of 9k given by (5.15) increasing the number A- of used eigenvectors
under various nois<> levels. The horizontal axis is the curvilinear coordinate on F,.

xiO"

(c) Zoom of the third figure (top right) in (b) above.
FIG. 8. The MUSIC-type algorithm with u; = 5.

Figure 10 shows the performance of the MUSIC-type algorithms at frequencies
a; = 1,5,50,100. It clearly exhibits the high-frequency instability. We emphasize that
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TABLE l

The computational results of the MUSIC-type algorithm with ui = 5.
noise(%)
0

771'=

1

3

5

3

10

3

4

(7)s

{ 7.8414e-2. 7.9615e-l)
(-7.2319e-l. 3.4204e-l)
(-7.5962e-l. 2.5095e-l)
( 1.7528e-l.-7.8056e-l)
( 7.8414e-2, 7.9615e-l)
(-7.4639e-l, 2.8792e-l)
( 1.7528e-l,-7.8056e-l)
( 7.8414e-2, 7.9615e-l)
(-7.4639e-1. 2.8792e-l)
( 1.7528e-l,-7.8056e-l)

1.0435e-l
3.0301e-3
5.7961e-3
8.9050e-2
1.0438e-l
8.4656e-3
8.9065e-2
1.0438e-l
8.3812e-3
8.9092e-2

( 7.8414e-2, 7.9615e-l) 1.0433e-l
(-7.53.24t>-l. 2.69.51e-001)
( 1.7528e-l,-7.S056e-l)

8.2734e-3
8.9l;j7e-2

\Zs - Z^J
O.OOOOeO
O.OOOOeO
O.OOOOeO
O.OOOOeO
O.OOOOeO
3.9266e-2
O.OOOOeO
O.OOOOeO
3.92C6e-2
O.OOOOeO

K7)s - (7)ä
1.3492e-2
8.4898e-5
9.4447e-5
9.1335e-3
1.3460e-2
2.5751e-3
9.1205e-3
1.34C4e-2
2.4918e-3
9.0995e-3

O.OOOOeO

1.3518e-2

L9634e-2
O.OOOOeO

2.38.'J9e-3
9.0t)42e-3

(-I.9438e-1, 7.7603e-l)

(7).
1.2174e-l-0

(-1.9438e-l, 7.7603e-l)

6.0868e-l

6.08ü8e-l

FIG. 9. Imaging of an extended corrosive part under 0% noise. The length of the corrosive part
can be detected.

for this computation and the next one we use the discretization A^ = 960 (to enhance
the precision of the computation) and the number of source points 10 (to reduce the
computation time). So AN here is 10 x 960 matrix, not 256 x 256. The corrosion
coefficient is set to be 7 = 0.05.
We then compare these results with those when we use the filtering. The filtering
operator Vn is defined, as before, by

where fi is the Fourier coefficients of / . Figure 11 shows the comparison. It clearly
illustrates that byfilteringwe are able to overcome the high-frequency instability.
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7»
2

1,5,50.100

0.05
0.05

2.9l52e-3
1.9087e-3

5.8905e-2
9.8175e-2

= l l . , ^ - = 1(10

FiG. 10. The MUSIC-type algorithm for various frequencies. The performance of the algorithm
degrades as the frequency increases. Here k is the number of eigenvectors used.

1

1. .^. ..^^,,.^...

l| -

; M
it

h

FlC. 11. A co7npaTÍsoii of MUSIO-type algorithjn -with and -without Jiltej-iiig- The solid lines are
Tesults without using the filtering and the dashed lines are results using filtering.

8. Conclusion. In this jjaper we have developed a noniterative algorithm for
locating small internal corrosive j^arts in pipelines from exterior ultrasound boundary
measurements. Our algorithm is based on an asymptotic expansion of the effect of the
corrosion in terms of the size of the corrosive parts. We have numerically tested the
validity of such an asymi^totic formula at high frecjuencies. We have also proposed a
simple ¡procedure to remove high-frequency instabilities in our inversion procedure in
the case where the wavelength is small compared to the distance between the accessible
and inaccessible parts of the pipeline. Finally, we have presented many computational
experiments to show the robustness and accuracy of our detection algorithm.
Acknowledgment. The authors are very grateful to the reviewers for their comnients
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